T
here is growing evidence that vitamin D deficiency significantly increases the risk of adverse cardiovascular events and that a vitamin D status representing sufficiency or optimum is protective. Unfortunately, in clinical trials that address interventions for reducing risk of adverse cardiovascular events, vitamin D status is not generally measured. Failure to do this has now assumed greater importance with the report of a study that found rosuvastatin at doses at the level used in a recent large randomized lipid lowering trial (JUPITER) had a large and significant impact on vitamin D levels as measured by the metabolite 25-hydroxyvitamin D. The statin alone appears to have increased this marker such that the participants on average went from deficient to sufficient in two months. The difference in cardiovascular risk between those deficient and sufficient in vitamin D in observational studies was similar to the risk reduction found in JUPITER. Thus it appears that this pleiotropic effect of rosuvastatin may be responsible for part of its unusual effectiveness in reducing the risk of various cardiovascular endpoints found in JUPITER and calls into question the interpretation based only on LDL cholesterol and CRP changes. In addition, vitamin D status is a cardiovascular risk factor which up until now has not been considered in adjusting study results or in multivariate analysis, and even statistical analysis using only baseline values may be inadequate.
Introduction
The JUPITER primary prevention randomized placebo controlled trial using the 1 The trial was terminated about two years into a planned fiveyear period due to favorable results. By the estimates of the authors, the reduction in vascular risk was double that expected. Furthermore, while not mentioned, this was the first primary prevention statin trial to find benefit for women. Recent meta analyses of previous primary prevention trials gave null results. 2, 3 The JUPITER results are particularly interesting since those enrolled had rather low LDL levels (<130 mg/dL, mean 108 mg/dL). More detailed subgroup analyses have regularly appeared subsequent to the original paper, the most recent concerning women 4 and the elderly. 5 The results with a JUPITER subgroup of older individuals found much larger benefits were found for a number of endpoints than were observed in a randomized trial (PROSPER) of pravastatin in elderly individuals in the primary prevention subgroup. 6 It would be surprising if JUPITER fails to have a significant impact on prescribing practices, especially following the FDA approval a new label for rosuvastatin that expands the eligible population dramatically.
The distinguishing feature of the JUPITER study population was elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) with levels greater than 2 mg/L, a mean of 4. 20 in a study of over 1,700 individuals, found that those with 25(OH)D <15 ng/mL had a significant multivariable-adjusted hazard ratio for developing a first cardiovascular event of 1.63 compared to those with this marker ≥15 ng/mL. Adjustment for C-reactive protein did not change the result. The somewhat smaller effect than found in the study of Giovannucci et al. may be related to the difference in the way the comparison was made. Although JUPITER did not have this specific endpoint, the reduction in risk associated with elevated vitamin D levels was similar to that found for combined MI, stroke or cardiovascular related mortality (47%).
Stroke. JUPITER found an approximate 50% reduction in both nonfatal or any stroke. For comparison, three intervention studies (WOSCOP, ASCOT and ALLHAT-LLT) with somewhat similar populations, aside from elevated CRP, found stroke risk reductions of 11, 27 and 9% respectively with statins other than rosuvastatin. 21 The much greater risk reduction found in JUPITER may be The purpose of this communication is to suggest that the large relative beneficial effects of rosuvastatin in JUPITER were in part due to the a pleiotropic effect, especially remarkable with this particular statin, whereby vitamin D status was strongly elevated by the intervention in a population where vitamin D deficiency was probably prevalent.
Vitamin D and Statins
Very recently Yavuz et al. 13 reported a study of 91 hyperlipidemic patients who had not been treated with lipid-lowering medications. Vitamin D status was measured by 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D) serum levels at baseline and after 8 weeks of rosuvastatin treatment. Rosuvastatin was given in doses of 10-20 mg/day and mean LDL levels decreased from 174 to 100 mg/dL. At baseline the group had a mean level of 25(OH)D of 14 ng/mL which after 8 weeks of treatment increased to 36.3 ng/mL. These changes correspond to going from seriously deficient to what is generally considered sufficient but not optimal. A second study from this same research group 14 compared the vitamin D elevation of rosuvastatin and fluvastatin and confirmed the earlier study as well as studies that found other statins only slightly elevate 25(OH)D levels if at all. 15, 16 In the case of fluvastatin there was no significant effect on vitamin D levels. In this second study, the median 25(OH) D levels went from 11.8 to 35.2 ng/mL in the rosuvastatin group. The mechanism for the association between statins and vitamin D metabolism is unknown. The authors cited examples showing that this increase in vitamin D status should provide enhanced protection against MI and all-cause mortality and that the clinical benefit of statins might be mediated through vitamin D increases, but they did not connect this pleiotropic effect with JUPITER.
Vitamin D and the JupIter endpoints
The evidence of the importance of vitamin D status in connection with the risk of cardiovascular events is strong and growing. 8, 17 Those who doubt there is a reductions in LDL and CRP occurred along with the large relative risk reductions in adverse events including nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI), any MI, nonfatal stroke, revascularization, stroke and death from any cause. Absolute risk reductions were small. There is now a debate regarding the merits of CRP screening, especially since CRP is a non-specific marker for inflammation with many potential reasons for small or large elevations. While the exceptional benefits observed in JUPITER were attributed to the decline in both LDL and CRP, 1, 7 this view ignores the potential influence of vitamin D, where deficiency is now recognized as a strong risk factor for cardiovascular disease. 8 In the study population, almost 50% were described as having the metabolic syndrome. Individuals with the metabolic syndrome typically have elevated CRP, 9 and there is some evidence that high levels of CRP correlate with low levels of vitamin D. 10 In addition, studies with large cohorts (e.g., NHANES) indicate that individuals with the metabolic syndrome typically have low levels of vitamin D, 11, 12 although smaller studies are inconsistent. It is also widely recognized that the elderly are particularly prone to vitamin D deficiency and JUPITER had a median cohort age of 66 years. JUPITER can be viewed as selecting a study population particularly prone to exhibiting vitamin D deficiency from a population that probably already had a significant number with hypovitaminosis D due to geographic location and widespread deficiency in general. But most importantly, a recent study found that rosuvastatin strongly increases levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D, a metabolite of vitamin D and marker for vitamin D status, in statin naïve individuals at doses equal to or less than used in JUPITER. 13 The increase was much greater than previously seen with other statins. Since there is strong evidence that low vitamin D status results in enhanced risk of cardiovascular events and high levels are protective, it would appear that baseline levels of vitamin D as well as changes in levels must be considered when comparing treated vs. placebo groups in statin studies, especially those involving rosuvastatin, since for this statin the potential exists for serious confounding arising during the treatment period. in other vitamin D studies or 25(OH)D measurements could be included in future statin comparison trials that included rosuvastatin. A trial like JUPITER but comparing rosuvastatin with vitamin D supplementation rather than a placebo with measured 25(OH)D levels at baseline and during the study would also obviously be informative but will probably never take place. If there are stored serum samples from JUPITER then data might be obtained which would enable one to determine the impact of elevated vitamin D levels.
JUPITER was a short term study and thus the mechanisms whereby benefits which were derived from elevating 25(OHD) levels would have to become effective over this period to have relevance to the hypothesis being advanced. Giovannucci 8 discusses a number of mechanisms for the interaction of vitamin D levels and cardiovascular disease risk mechanisms, some of which of might operate over a two-year period to influence event rates.
The statin-cholesterol-vitamin D biochemistry may be complex. A recent study added supplemental D2 and D3 to atorvastatin already being used by a small group of patients. There was reason to expect that increasing vitamin D metabolites might enhance the clearance of the statin and its active metabolites and reduce the time-integrated statin concentration, which is what appears to have happened. However, total and LDL cholesterol unexpectedly also decreased for reasons that are not clear. 33 Furthermore, in JUPITER, a small increase in type 2 diabetes was seen, but there is strong evidence supporting the role of vitamin D deficiency in promoting the pathogenesis of this disease. 34 Finally, it has been suggested that statins may be analogues of vitamin D, 35 and although rosuvastatin does not appear to significantly bind to the vitamin D receptor, it does bind to the glucocorticoid receptor and the thyroid β1 receptor, both of which strongly bind both 25(OH)D and the active form of this vitamin, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D. 36 This active form is also elevated by rosuvastatin. 13 If the elevation of vitamin D levels by rosuvastatin turns out to play a significant vitamin D that examined overall mortality, but the statistical power was highly variable as were on-treatment 25(OH)D levels. For 12 placebo controlled trials 31 the risk reduction was about 10%, but final 25(OH)D levels were lower than estimated for JUPITER on the basis of the study of Yavuz et al. These randomized trials also appear consistent with JUPITER if one considers that the risk reduction appears proportional to the increase in vitamin D status.
Thus similar risk reductions are found for various endpoints obtained by JUPITER and in observational studies and randomized trials for roughly the same change in vitamin D status, measured in the observational and randomized trials studies and estimated for JUPITER.
Implications and testing the Hypothesis
The strong association between rosuvastatin and vitamin D status needs to be independently confirmed and the mechanism whereby statins and in particular rosuvastatin increase 25(OH)D levels needs to be investigated. In addition, it remains to be demonstrated that this is a durable effect with continued rosuvastatin use. Furthermore, aside from trials mentioned above with mortality as an endpoint there appear to be only two randomized controlled vitamin D trials with cardiovascular endpoints 18, 32 and as Giovannucci points out, 8 both employed doses of vitamin D that may have been too low and in the study where 25(OH)D was measured, the change was rather small. It found a non-significant decrease in cardiovascular disease incidence of 10%. Thus there is an acute need for randomized controlled trials to examine the implications of observational studies and determine if increasing 25(OH)D levels from deficiency to sufficiency through supplementation significantly decreases the risk of adverse cardiovascular events. Such a trial would require supplemental levels of vitamin D sufficient to raise 25(OH)D levels to at least 35-40 ng/mL in individuals not taking statins and monitoring the levels along with some or all of the outcomes examined in JUPITER. These outcomes could possibly be introduced as secondary due to the large effect of rosuvastatin on 25(OH)D levels. In an observational study Pilz et al. found low vitamin D levels were associated with increased risk of stroke. 22 For an approximate 20 ng/mL increase in 25(OH)D there was a 33% decrease in the risk of fatal stroke. While JUPITER did not stratify by fatal stroke, the high vitamin D status appears to conferred risk reductions comparable to JUPITER. Lee and Greenfield 23 comment on the work of Pilz et al. by pointing out that statins might have been a confounding factor. They cite a study which found that atorvastatin raised 25(OH)D levels from 16.4 to 18 ng/mL but this appears too small to explain the above discrepancy.
Mortality. The association of vitamin D status and mortality was examined in a study using a national database (NHANES III) and eight years of follow-up. The increase in risk of mortality when those with 25(OH)D levels in the lowest quartile (<17.8 ng/mL) were compared to the highest quartile (>32.1 ng/ mL) was 26%. 24 A recent study of the same database revealed similar results in older US adults. 25 Also, Dobnig et al. 26 in a prospective cohort study, found that when patients in the highest quartile of 25(OH)D (median 28.4 ng/mL) were used for comparison, all cause mortality for the lowest two quartiles with median levels of 7.6 and 13.3 ng/mL had significant hazard ratios of 2.08 and 1.53. A recent report from the prospective Hoorn Study 27 of older men and women found that when the lowest quartile 12.2 ng/mL 25(OH)D was compared with the three upper quartiles, the highest of which had a mean 25(OH)D of 31.5 ng/mL, the hazard ratio was 1.97. Also a recent study found that as 25(OH)D levels fell below 30 ng/mL risk of sudden cardiac death increased and reached a factor of 5 for levels below 10 ng/mL in an adjusted model. 28 Similar results were found by Semba et al. 29 and in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis. 30 Taken together, these results are similar and perhaps somewhat stronger than those found in JUPITER where a 20% decrease in the risk of all cause mortality was found when treated patients were compared to those on a placebo. There have been a number of randomized intervention trials with or perhaps dominant role in the overall benefits of the intervention in JUPITER, then this will impact the current view concerning the significance of lowering CRP in the context of JUPITER and the suggestion of using CRP as an indicator for statin treatment in asymptomatic individuals with low LDL having one or more risk factors. If it turns out that similar cardiovascular benefits can be obtained by bringing individuals up to the upper end of sufficiency or even into the optimum range of 25(OH) D by just using supplements, this becomes an attractive option for a number of reasons including cost, negligible side effects, and especially, benefits related to a number of other disorders. 37 Oral doses of vitamin D3 sufficient to put one in the optimum category (≥50 ng/mL) appear to be completely safe. 38 
Conclusion
Changes in vitamin D status may confound some statin studies finding cardiovascular risk reduction. This possibility appears very likely in JUPITER because of the apparently unusual ability of rosuvastatin to strongly elevate 25(OH)D levels. The similar risk reductions for various endpoints obtained by JUPITER and in observational studies for roughly the same change in vitamin D status, measured in the observational studies and estimated for JUPITER, suggests that this confounding may be significant. Also, it would seem that since vitamin D deficiency now qualifies as a significant risk factor for cardiovascular disease, it should be included in the statistical analysis of results from statin trials and even considering just baseline values may be insufficient for proper interpretation.
Given the results of observational studies regarding the importance of vitamin D status in cardiovascular disease and the impact JUPITER may have on indications for lifelong treatment with statins, relevant and adequately powered studies which address the issues raised above appear to be very important and urgently needed. Finally, it seems that in future clinical and observational studies that are concerned with cardiovascular risk, failure to consider vitamin D status as well as the effect of statins on vitamin D levels represents ignoring an important confounder.
